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00:02 START OF TAPE MP-FH31, SIDE A

00:02 Tape Identification

I will start with you Clarice if that is all right - can you first tell me your full name.

00:29 CJ: Clarice May Johnston.

When were you born Clarice?



CJ: 4th August 1923.

You look pretty good for your age.

CJ: Thank you.

Where were you born?

CJ: I was born in Gulgong, New South Wales.

You grew up there as well?

00:57 CJ: Grew up around the Dunedoo area, a bit north of Gulgong. I came to 

Sydney when I was seventeen, just the beginning of the war.

Now before we get to Sydney can we talk a bit about growing up in Dunedoo? Tell me first a 
little bit about your parents, what kind of people were your parents?

CJ: I don’t know. It was just a dear little country town and I went to school there.

Your mother and father?

01:37 CJ: My father in the earlier days was a farmer. Then he became a plumber 

in town, we moved into the township. That was where I left home and came to 

Sydney.

So which schools did you attend?

CJ: I went to Leadville School and it was quite a thriving little place in those days. 

I am afraid it has dwindled down to almost nothing now, but it was a lovely place to 

grow up. I found the heat trying, it was very hot. I kind of dodged the heat and came 

to Sydney.

What kind of community was it down there? Were there many farmers?

02:38 CJ: It was a very active community, we had all kinds of games, like we 

played a lot of tennis. That was about all. Did a lot of riding. Apart from that it was 

very quiet.

A nice country town.

CJ: Yes, a peaceful country town.

Did you have any brothers or sisters?

03:15 CJ: I am the eldest of five children and my sister was six years younger 

than me. My brother another two years. Then I had another sister and another 

brother. There were five of us altogether. Unfortunately my two sisters have passed 



away and it is just me and my two brothers now.

What about your mum, what did she do? Did she look after the house?

03:50 CJ: Oh yes. She did a lot of gardening and we grew all our own vegetables 

and fruit too for that matter, we had fruit trees. She lived until three weeks before 

ninety, she passed away then. Even though she was a diabetic for many years she was 

a very healthy lady, grew all her own vegetables and that kept her healthy and helped 

her with her diabetic things.

She sounds like she was a pretty tough lady.

04:38 CJ: She was indeed. A wonderful mother. We learned so much from her 

and I’m still learning from her. I think now, what would mum do in a case like that and 

she always comes to the rescue.

You really ask her, do you?

CJ: Yes.

That’s lovely. You get a bit of divine guidance.

CJ: I can always feel her presence.

So how long ago did she die?

CJ: She died in 1994.

So Robert, you have good memories of her as well do you?

05:23 RJ: Very good memories. She was, as mum said, a wonderful lady, very 

much an influence on all our lives, I think. She had amazing patience with all of us. She 

was a wonderful person and we all miss her dearly, there’s no doubt about it, she was 

the strength of the family.

What about your father, Clarice, when did he die?

CJ: He died in 1976.

You would have been a fairly young man then Robert.

05:58 RJ: Yes. From memory I was about twenty-two, twenty-three. Another 

version of my grandmother though, I think, a very strong person. Very influential to 

virtually everybody around him, he was a very strict man, but a very fair man.

Did he serve in the war?

06:19 CJ: No. I don’t know what it was he had a bone disease in his leg and he 



had many operations when he was younger. He was never able to serve in the war at 

all.

That would have been the First World War, wouldn’t it.

CJ: Yes.

Now you left Gulgong at sixteen to come to Sydney, that would have been 1939?

CJ: Early 1940.

The war was on then.

07:03 CJ: Yes it was more or less in full swing then, people were going.

What do you remember about the war years Clarice, do you have any memories?

07:16 CJ: Well I lived in Harbord, the other side, and met my husband shortly 

after I came to Sydney and we kept company for a couple of years. He joined the 

Army and then before he went to the Solomon Islands we were married and he was 

away until 1946. I stayed with friends and I went to work in a photographer’s studio 

the time that my husband was away. It was a happy time, you know, we made our own 

entertainment. I missed him terribly and that was sad, but everyone was in the same 

position.

You had just got married, you must have been worried about him.

CJ: Oh yes every day was a worry. Listening to news broadcasts and waiting for 

letters and all that kind of thing, but as I say everyone was in the same boat. But he 

came back in 1946 and Robert was born the middle of 1947.

Did he tell you much about his war-time experiences, your husband?

08:58 CJ: He was in the tank battalion and he spent a little time in New Guinea, 

but most of it was in Bougainville on the Solomon Islands. He was there after the 

Japanese surrender, he was there for about six months or so of the cleaning up, 

mopping up period. So in the latter part he wasn’t in a real danger zone, it was just 

unpleasant then, having to stay in the war zone when everyone was coming home at 

that stage.

Now I know that you weren’t born yet at that time Robert, but do you have any tales that 
you can tell me that your father might have told you about his war-time experiences?

09:58 RJ: The first one that just came to mind, and it wasn’t really dad’s story it 

was mum’s, was when the midget submarines came into the harbour. I think you were 



on a ferry, or about to get on a ferry, at that stage.

10:14 CJ: We had been in the city and this was just before my husband went 

away. We had been on the ferry back to Manly and we wondered why all the lights 

were out, even though they had blackout and we had to keep everything covered. He 

was in the Wardens and he had to make sure everyone was safe in certain areas. He 

left me at Manly on the wharf there and he went off and I had to get a bus to go to 

Harbord where we lived and that was quite scary. It wasn’t until afterwards we 

realised that the Japanese submarine had come in and that was what everyone was...

Was that the night they sank the Kuttabul, that ship, the ferry? Would it have been that 
evening?

CJ: Yes.

They sank one ferry.

RJ: That’s right. I was quite an eventful night.

1942, I think it was.

CJ: Yes it would have been. I can’t think of the date now.

That’s going back more than sixty years.

11:45 RJ: To answer your question Frank, dad never spoke a great deal about 

the war and what have you. I think he sort of came back and that was part of history. 

He didn’t block it off at all, it wasn’t a psychological thing of not talking about it, it 

was just something he never went back on a great deal. But he and I and my younger 

brother as well always went to Anzac Marches and we regularly did the Dawn Service 

and the like. I think I am right in saying that from what I can remember - and I must 

have been three or four - of dad still suffering from malaria of some description. I can 

remember him still coming out in sweats and delirium and what have you, that was 

part of what I grew up with in my very early years.

So many years later after the war he had malaria? They were amazing those men, they 
sacrificed so much.

12:49 CJ: Well we came to Sydney then. We left Harbord shortly after he came 

back from the war and that is when we first came to Millers Point to live and that 

was where Robert was born then.

So tell me a little bit about the house that you lived in at Millers Point when you settled 



there in 1946, when your husband came back. Where was the house?

13:14 CJ: That was in Gloucester Street and we went to live with friends who 

had the house and they had more space than they really required. They gave us a kind 

of a helping hand until we got settled. Then the Maritime had accommodation that 

they put us into in Merriman Street.

13:52 RJ: Little Essex Street.

CJ: Little Essex Street first.

So you started off in Gloucester Street.

CJ: Yes Gloucester Street and then moved to Little Essex Street.

Do you remember the number in Gloucester Street?

CJ: I can’t. It had a couple of nines in it - no I can’t.

What about in Little Essex Street, what number was it there?

CJ: That was number two, right on the corner of Gloucester Street and Little 

Essex Street.

So how long were you in the first place, in Gloucester Street?

14:30 CJ: About two years. We were there for almost a year before Robert was 

born and then we moved to Little Essex Street and that was where I had another son 

there. He would have been eighteen months old and we were absolutely delighted 

when the Maritime Services Board had a house available in Merriman Street.

So two years in Gloucester Street, how long in Little Essex?

15:15 CJ: Probably about the same.

So that was your first experience of living in Millers Point.

CJ: Yes.

How did you take to it, how did you find it?

15:27 CJ: It was strange because most people were wharf labourers, almost 

everyone. I mean you really weren’t accepted unless you were on the wharves and 

that was very hard, but we fitted in. But it was a number of years, probably four or 

five years, before we were accepted in the community as such. Everyone was kind to 

us but you weren’t taken in as close friends or anything, it was a very tight-knit 

community, but I quite liked it.



Now the house in Merriman Street, what number was it?

16:30 CJ: We were in 11 and it was a block of six flats.

Which ones did you occupy?

CJ: We had 11.

RJ: 11A. The ground floor was 11 and then they went up, 9 and 7.

One block of six flats. Is that still there, that building?

17:04 CJ: No that was demolished in 1972 or 1973…. 1972. The Observation 

Tower was built where that block of flats were. It was a beautiful block of flats - it 

was constructed from and old building and it was the last construction put up when 

the war started, so it was really only built in the late 1930s. Then they found that 

even after they pulled it down and built the Observation Tower, it wasn’t really what 

they wanted anyway. So we were all housed then in different parts of Millers Point, 

everyone was sent into Windmill Street and High Street. We were very sad, very 

unhappy, about that.

Now Robert, you grew up in that house at 11A Merriman Street, can you talk me for a walk 
through the house, what it was like, the layout of it?

18:27 RJ: Yes. As mum said it was a three-storey block of flats and you had the 

same blocks on the left and the right. The entrance was in the middle with a staircase 

that went up to the other units. Ours was on the left-hand side as you walked in, 

letter-boxes on the left-hand side of the wall; all the letter-boxes were there under 

the stairs. You went in through the lounge-room door. It was a very pleasant-sized 

lounge-room, very unusual for that end of Millers Point at that stage, quite large 

rooms -  most of the other places, as mum said, in Millers Point were a lot older than 

this . On the right-hand side as you walked through the lounge-room was the door 

into the dining-room, again a nice size room, three metres by three metres I guess, it 

was quite a large room. It had an adjoining kitchen to the right-hand side again which 

was very serviceable. Everything was very new - dad and a couple of the neighbours 

put the benches together and what-have-you, that all had to be rebuilt. At that stage 

the Maritime were very slow in doing maintenance work so a lot of the work was 

done by the local people and the residents. 

19:49 The back door was in the kitchen. There was a kitchen window above the 



sink, naturally because they were always built the same way. Going back into the 

lounge-room again - if you walked directly past the dining-room door and into the 

small room which served as a junction, I guess for two bedrooms, one on the left 

which was mum and dad’s, one on the right which was my brother’s and mine. A 

bathroom directly in front of you with a toilet, shower and bath, all in the one room.

What kind of stove did you have? Was it a fuel stove or electric stove?

CJ: Gas.

Pretty well off compared to some of the places I’ve heard about.

20:40 RJ: Certainly. As mum says it was built in the late 1930s, so it was all fairly 

modern as far as that is concerned. We still had an ice-box and the ice-man still came 

around and delivered ice in a hessian bag. Then after a couple of years I suppose we 

had the ice-box.

That was pretty common wasn’t it.

RJ: Oh yes, nothing unusual.

So apart from the ice-man were there some other men that came and delivered things to 
you Clarice, do you remember?

21:11 CJ: No, I don’t have much recollection. I think there were about three 

guys worked together and they delivered the ice. The worst part was if you ever 

forgot to empty the ice-tray.

RJ: I remember the rabbit-man coming around, selling fresh rabbits, he used to 

annoy the life out of the dog that we had. He had a particularly high-pitched call 

when he was coming and the dog used to go berserk. The milkman was the other 

thing - Mr Lawrence and Scottie - that was a thing that people raise an eyebrow 

about. The milk was delivered in bulk, of course, so the milkman arrived with a dipper 

in his hand and we had our billycan hanging at the front door, that was filled up and 

we had fresh milk every day. So there were those particular things.

Now they don’t do it any more. No more rabbit-man either. I don’t think anyone ever eats 
rabbits now do they?

22:22 RJ: I don’t think so. Certainly not from the back of a utility.

CJ: Our greengrocery was delivered the same way. We had a fruit and vegie man.



RJ: Jacko Jackson.

I’ve heard about Jacko - other people have spoken about him.

RJ: A famous character. He lived in Kent Street, worked on the Harbour Bridge as 

a lane-changer, he was a character.

So in his spare time he delivered the vegies.

RJ: It was only Saturdays.

22:53 CJ: Mostly only once a week, I think, I can’t remember more frequently. 

But he was very good, he’d get his supply from the markets and then deliver it 

around. You could just go out and shop from the back of his truck, it was good.

23:12 RJ: I think we was towards the end of his run, so if there was a box of 

bananas left you could buy a box of bananas for two shillings. I mean you would 

throw most of them away, I think it just occupied our bin instead of his, but it was 

another two bob for him and got rid of the rubbish.

Easier on the way home, less load.

23:31 CJ: I used to make a lot of jam and things and if he’d find something at the 

markets that he thought I could use he would bring it. He used to get the melons, the 

pine melons we used to call them, you’d make jam out of them. They were not easy 

to come by and he’d come and say, ‘I’ve got three melons, do you want them?’ It was 

always exciting, come jam time, I wish I could find some now.

Did you do a lot of preserving of food like they used to in the old days?

CJ: Not a lot, no, it wasn’t economical. I did in the country and my mother, the 

pantry was always full of preserved fruit, but to buy the fruit and the sugar and 

everything it wasn’t economical. But the jams I did.

24:34 RJ: It was interesting, just to link the two the country connection and 

Jacko and the vegetables and what have you, in summer time particularly grandma 

and granddad would send us down on the train a box of the summer fruits and what 

have you. We’d go up on the Saturday morning, I have forgotten how they got home 

I’m not sure now, a box would arrive, a beautiful banana box of fresh apricots and 

things off the farm.

25:05 CJ: They delivered it from the train. My dad would put them on the train 



and they’d come to Sydney and they would be delivered.

RJ: All sorts of wondrous things.

Right. So there was a bit of a support system going between the country and the city, was 
there?

CJ: Well there must have been because otherwise we wouldn’t have been able to 

have got them so quickly. We appreciated it but we didn’t examine why or how it 

happened.

25:38 RJ: I think it was very much a personal thing, that it was the direct family 

thing, that happened to nobody else to my knowledge. I would take some of this fruit 

to school and things and the kids were just gob-smacked that this had arrived and we 

had all this fresh fruit. So it was very much a personal thing, but it was one of those 

things that we were a very close family, so it was a natural thing for my grandparents 

to do. Grapes and all sorts of things would arrive.

Now tell me a little bit about the shops in the area that you used to buy your stuff from. 
Who were the shopkeepers, their names and what did they sell?

26:19 CJ: It was very, very good. There was a little grocer’s shop on the corner 

of Bettington and Merriman Street. There was a lady had a little shop there, I can’t 

think of her name.

RJ: Mrs Brennan.

26:49 CJ: She had everything. It was not like a supermarket now, where you 

went in and chose what you wanted - you’d just go to the counter and point out 

what you wanted. Because we only lived at the end of the street shopping was never 

a problem, she kept everything. As I say, the rabbit man would bring the fresh rabbits 

and we’d have a rabbit most every week. The butcher’s shop was on the opposite 

corner, he had been there for years and years and years.

Was that Duggans or Grubbs, which butcher’s shop?

CJ: It was Duggans originally.

27:39 RJ: It was the Garrison Butchery, which has recently closed. I have 

forgotten the names of the people.

CJ: The Duggans. Remember Grace Duggans, you went to school with one of the 



children.

RJ: Jedd. I had forgotten the connection.

CJ: That was all the one family. I think they lived in Windmill Street, but they ran 

that shop. That was my first knowledge of the butcher’s shop but it was the oldest 

one, the oldest butcher’s shop in the district.

28:27 END OF TAPE MP-FH31 SIDE A

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

28:28 START OF TAPE MP-FH32 SIDE B

We’ve got the butcher now, was there a fish shop around the place?

28:40 RJ: Yes.

You remember one, Robert?

RJ: Kent Street. Just in Kent Street just around the corner from Argyle and Kent. 

It is now a fish shop again, it’s a cafe. When I went to primary school it was a place 

where every Monday we were given nine pence for our lunch because Monday the 

bread was stale, so we’d come down from primary school and buy our lunch. The fish 

shop was there, yes.

Where did you get your haircuts?

RJ: Mr Lewis, next to the butcher, Rube Lewis. He was the book exchange man as 

well, whom my grandfather, when he came down from Dunedoo used to bring a 

suitcase full of Zane Grey westerns and things and swap with old Rube. He’d spend 

half a day I think up there going through the books that Rube had to swap and he’d 

take them back to Dunedoo. Rube’s book swap, a long way around.

What was he like as a character? Was he one of the local characters of the neighbourhood?

29:51 RJ: He was a character really because he was a little bit unusual. I think 

Jewish probably, I don’t know that, but looking back it would be a guess, nobody knew 

or cared, I don’t think. Short, grey-hair around the edges, balding.

CJ: I had forgotten about him.



RJ: Bronzed skin. Yes, he was quite a character, unusual.

In which way?

30:19 RJ: Unusual in as far as there was nobody else in the area that looked like 

him, acted like him. He always had his nose to the ground, I think if there was a dime 

to be made somewhere he’d find it. A character yes, a nice guy. Cheap hair cuts.

How much did you pay for a haircut?

30:43 RJ: I can remember how much we used to pay for a loaf of bread, that 

was nine pence. My brother and I used to call in on the way from school to pick up 

the bread every second day, I think, from Brennans’ little shop and it was nine pence a 

loaf and she had ready every day, wrapped up in a little piece of tissue, nice.

CJ: It was difficult for quite a long time before food became….. that you didn’t 

have to have a coupon for. We had to have coupons for bread and meat and butter 

and cheese.

RJ: I don’t remember the coupons.

War coupons, that’s the war. Coupons goes back to the 1940s, the early 1940s.

31:53 CJ: But they stayed quite a long time before we could really shop, 

particularly for butter and sugar and tea and things like that. But eventually we could.

Not many people can go back that far - to the coupon days.

RJ: Before my time. Are we still at the shops?

Yes we are still on the shops, what other shops were there that you might recall?

32:21 RJ: Opposite the Argyle Park there was a little milk bar, I guess, and sort 

of general store and that was Conrans. It was an interesting little shop because you 

would have to duck your head almost and take a step down into Conrans. It had an 

old wooden floor, the joinery and things were quite ancient, but it was a lovely area 

of oldie-worldie things that was always a pleasure to go in. There was no opposition 

to him as far as a milk bar was concerned until Greggs, the Greeks, moved in on the 

other corner. I can’t give you a year - it must have been 1955 or thereabouts, this 

milk bar all of a sudden opened up with chrome and glass everywhere and all sorts of 

funny things. It put poor old Mr Conran, I think, not quite out of business, but his 

business halved. All the kids at that stage of course went to this modern Greek milk 



bar.

CJ: It was a meeting place too for the young people then.

For milk shakes and things they used to drink.

33:46 RJ: It was a much more lively corner, being on the corner of Argyle Place 

and Kent Street, whereas Conrans was over in Argyle Place itself on the other side of 

the park, tucked away downstairs and dark and fairly dismal and what have you.

CJ: It wasn’t as much fun. It was more the place where the parents went to shop 

and the younger people went to the milk bar. We had a very good chemist there too 

and I think he saved many a parent a trip to the doctor or the hospital.

RJ: I’ve got stitches, well not stitches.

CJ: He was wonderful how he’d put people together.

34:31 RJ: I have quite a long scar on my index finger on my right hand which is 

probably thirty to thirty-five mil long, but no stitches. He bound it all up and kept it 

together and saved a trip to the hospital.

Talking about hospitals there was an eye hospital at the end of Merriman Street.

CJ: That was before our time. A long time ago.

It wasn’t there any more when you came?

CJ: That particular area was always referred to as the ‘Ozzie,’ the eye hospital.

35:03 RJ: When we were there, there was quite a large playing area, it was half 

the size of a football field, and there was the stevedoring place just beyond that. The 

council park was always referred to as the ‘Eye Ozzie’ and that came from the eye 

hospital, but we never saw the building.

It had gone before you came?

RJ: Yes.

It must have moved up to where it was later at Sir John Young Crescent, maybe.

RJ: I guess. I don’t know when it moved, but it certainly wasn’t there.

Was there a doctor? Did you visit a doctor?

35:40 CJ: No, there was no doctor in the area. Actually we went to Glebe to the 

doctor, there was no local doctor.



RJ: Dr Hill.

CJ: There was a doctor in Kent Street. Dr Hill was, I think, in Kent Street.

RJ: He wasn’t there very long, I don’t think. Glebe Point Road was almost the 

local doctor.

Now Rob what sort of childhood memories do you have of growing up in Millers Point? 
What sort of games did you play, where did you do it, and so on?

36:22 RJ: My earliest memories go back to Little Essex Street when I was about 

two and a half, when we moved out of Little Essex Street and I went to Lance 

Kindergarten from there. I actually now have very vague recollections, but it is still 

there, of my first day at kindergarten. We had a long hallway near the front door and 

then going down the stairs to the footpath sort of area and I remember pacing up 

and down, being quite impatient to go to kindergarten. Some of the best years of my 

life, I think. When we moved out of there I think it was mum’s brother Kevin and my 

father helped us move and I have still a recollection of my three-wheeler dinky being 

manoeuvred over the veranda on the third floor, second floor?

CJ: Second floor.

37:27 RJ: Being lowered down on a pulley and rope and what have you, quite 

symbolically I’m sure. To me,  watching it from the footpath it was the most 

important thing that had happened to me. Moving to Merriman Street it was a new 

experience. I remember vaguely going there the first night - I don’t think there were 

any lights on. We had a key, but we hadn’t moved in, we had a quick look around and 

what have you. There were kids my own age next door, which was something a little 

different, the neighbours we had previously were a little older than I was. Life was 

good, we had a great big backyard out the back, you got exhausted from running up 

and down. We’d pitch a tent in the backyard and sleep outside overnight, play cricket 

out there. We had badminton nets up and did all sorts of things outside as we grew 

up. The playground, the ‘Eye Ozzie’, was another great source of activities, we played 

cricket and football and goodness knows what down there.

CJ: It was a great place to bring the kids up.

38:41 RJ: You couldn’t ask for much more in a suburb of Sydney now, let alone 



in the middle of Sydney, it was quite extraordinary. I didn’t see anything else around 

the area that was as good as where we were. We had gardens, vegetables, you name it 

- it was all there.

CJ: Had lots of pets.

RJ: White rabbits, guinea pigs, turtles, dogs, cats.

CJ: Birds.

RJ: Everything, all at once. So it was a terrific childhood.

Clarice what sort of support system was there for the mothers? What did they do when they 
finished their day’s work and so on, did they get together at all?

39:22 CJ: Not a lot, no. All of us who lived in the block of flats we were very 

good friends and did lots of things together. Then when the boys went to 

kindergarten we had a mothers’ club at the kindergarten and that was really good, it 

was a great support system then. We had to raise money, you know, they weren’t 

subsidised very much at all. We used to do all kinds of things to raise some money. 

We’d have euchre nights and housie nights and anything else we could think up. 

Because we did have such a big area, big living room, we used to put lots of tables and 

chairs up and we’d have lots of people come and we enjoyed the company. We used 

to work quite hard for both the kindergarten and the school when the boys went to 

school, the Parents and Citizens played a big part. Eventually I think it was probably 

when they went to high school that my husband then became Vice-President of the 

Australian P & C Association.

Your husband was Vice-President?

RJ: Federal.

What did he actually do for work your husband, what was he engaged in?

41:09 CJ: He did all clerical work, but he worked for different companies. He 

worked for an oil company that doesn’t exist any more, it was Perpoil Oil Company.

RJ: Became part of Ampol, I think.

CJ: Finally he was working with a Travelodge motel.

Now Robert or Clarice: can you tell me what evidence there was that this was a maritime 
precinct. Tell me what you can remember about that activity on the wharves there. Ships 



coming in. What sort of things would happen?

CJ: Lots of things happened.

42:05 RJ: It was part of everyday life. I mean you would wake to the ships’ 

whistles of a morning and you’d go to sleep with the drunk seamen wandering up and 

down the streets of a night time, it was just part of life. Everything, I think, that 

happened around Millers Point happened around, or had something to do with the 

Maritime. The neighbours all worked for the Maritime. As I say the ships’ 

whistles……alongside the block of units, the flats, where we were was a Dalgety 

wool store and that also went when the demolition happened for the Observation 

Tower. Now those trucks would run from seven o’clock in the morning until six or 

seven o’clock of a night time. They were connected with the water front, they were 

bringing wool in from the railway stations to the wool store as a central depot. There 

was chute then that went down to the bulk shipping down below. So that was all just 

part of life, the smell of ship’s diesel was just part of life.

43:10 CJ: When the ships would come in you’d have to watch which way the 

wind was blowing, whether you hung your washing on the line or not, and that was 

our biggest worry.

It would be covered with soot, would it?

CJ: Sometimes you would put your washing up and at midday you’d bring it in and 

start all over again. It would be black with the soot from the ships that had come in. 

Very active, lot of activity then.

43:43 RJ: A new ship in any of the wharves and the local pubs, the Palisade and 

the Lord Nelson and the Captain Cook, any of them, all of them, were all full of new 

sailors and goodness knows what. There would be fights and God only knows what. 

As I say it was just part of everyday life.

CJ: It was all part of the entertainment.

You liked that kind of thing? I mean was it enjoyable that kind of activity to see it, to watch 
it?

RJ: I think it was like living anywhere else, it was just part of life.

CJ: It was just an acceptance.



RJ: There wasn’t a problem.

44:22 CJ: No you could never say it created a problem, I mean not as far as we 

were concerned. There were some very colourful characters about but it was all 

harmless.

What kind of colourful characters would there have been? Can you remember any one 
particular?

CJ: Lots of drinking and lots of fighting amongst themselves, too.

RJ: I guess we had some local characters across the road in Merriman Street, the 

Bergen boys and the Pearson boys were quite notorious around the area, very keen 

to mix it with anybody that cared to mix it. There were a few unsavoury characters 

around too, some famous or infamous names I guess, Danny Chubb, people like that 

that were around, but they never caused the locals any problem. There was never any 

problems with the locals, they all got on all right.

Did you feel safe though, living in Millers Point?

CJ: Oh yes very safe.

RJ: Absolutely.

45:32 CJ: We used to go on holidays, we’d all go back to my family for holidays, 

and we wouldn’t lock the houses up. Never locked our window up because we used 

to leave it for the cats to come in and out. The neighbours would feed them, but if 

the cats wanted to come in they come in through the kitchen window. It would never 

occur to us to lock our houses up.

46:06 RJ: It was the safest place in the world. I think as I went through into high 

school and what have you I played basketball at Coronation Playground up near 

Central Station and I’d come home aged fifteen, sixteen, seventeen from Wynyard or 

Circular Quay, I’d get a train back, and I’d walk back up through Millers Point and not 

blink an eyelid, not be concerned about anything at all.

I’ve heard of a few murders that happened at Millers Point, do you know of any?

46:43 RJ: Only one that I’m aware of. Oh well there were two, okay. Danny 

Chubb was shot to death in High Street, but there was a special name for a serial 

killer as I was going through primary school. One of the boys that I went to school 



with, Johnny Greenfield, his uncle was murdered at the stairs in Argyle Place. This 

serial killer had a trade mark that he cut the penises off the men that he killed. I think 

John’s uncle was number two or number three, there was one in the Domain or 

somewhere. Yes they were fairly unusual things, but I can only think of the two.

CJ: Danny Chubb.

RJ: Danny was a gangster.

CJ: He was shot right in front of his mother on the steps, halfway down High 

Street.

That’s not nice, for his mum especially.

RJ: No. She was a lovely lady.

CJ: She was a lovely lady, yes.

He was a bit of a character.

47:55 RJ: Just talking about safety and things, mum worked several jobs at a time 

just to see my brother and I through school and one of those was a cleaning job in 

Martin Place. One of the local characters, I’ve forgotten his name, used to walk you 

to and from parts of mum’s walk back just to make sure that mum was okay.

CJ: He was of no fixed abode but he was a nice enough guy.

RJ: Another character was Elsie - was it Elsie, that slept in the old laundry?

48:45 CJ: Burke was her name. I can’t remember. She was a funny lady. She 

wasn’t very old either, she was quite young, but she would sleep on anyone’s 

doorstep out of the wind, you know. Her name wasn’t Elsie, her surname was Burke.

There was a character called Bea Miles that used to be around the area, did you know her?

CJ: She wasn’t around our area.

49:23 RJ: Not around Millers Point, she was more The Rocks and Martin Place 

area. I didn’t strike her. I remember seeing her.

CJ: Ethel Burke. The only time I have ever been frightened, she really scared me 

that night. I went out to the laundry.

RJ: The laundry was a detached part of the building - it was the old kitchen, if you 

like; cook house; from the original building where the flats were built, so it was a 



separate part of the building.

CJ: There were three sets of tubs and coppers and they were gas coppers and 

you had to boil the water, no washing machines or anything like that. It was a damp 

day, I had hung the boys’ clothing in the old laundry, we had lines across, and it was 

fairly late at night and I thought I’d better go out and make sure their clothes were 

dry for school. So about half-past ten, eleven o’clock, I went out to the laundry and I 

was sort of walking around with my head in the air feeling the clothing on the line 

and all of a sudden I became conscious that something had moved at my feet. When I 

looked down it was Ethel - she had made herself a bed in the middle of the laundry. I 

almost put my foot on her and she was just moving away from me because she didn’t 

want to frighten me, she was a nice enough person you know. I’ll never forget I 

wanted to scream at the top of my voice but I knew I would upset her if I did. I went 

inside and the family said, ‘What on earth is the matter with you?’ I was as white as a 

ghost.

So she was a sort of an itinerant that used to make her home anywhere?

51:36 CJ: Yes, anywhere. Eventually she went to the country, I think she went to 

Orange, and she was fruit picking and she developed pneumonia and I heard that she 

died up there. But she would have been only in her late thirties, or forty then. I think 

she had some kind of breakdown because she had a family earlier on, you know, she 

did have people, but she just broke away from the normal way of living and that is 

what she did. We did have a few colourful characters there but they were all good.

Was the health of the general population good generally in Millers Point? Were people 
healthy?

CJ: Oh yes, I think so.

52:30 RJ: I don’t think there was any great problems. There was a degree of 

alcoholism around the place I guess, but do you call that a health problem or a social 

problem I don’t know. But I think generally the standard of living was quite good.

CJ: The worst part I think as far as the standard of living, if you could call it that, 

was when they changed the times at the hotels, when they changed it from six 

o’clock closing to ten o’clock closing. Up until then the wharf labourers and the guys 

who worked really hard would come in and drink and drink and drink - kind of drink 



as much as they could until the six o’clock closing happened. 

53:27 CJ: Well the idea was leave the hotels open and they could go home and 

have their meal and come back, but the trouble was they would forget to go home 

and they would stay until ten o’clock closing and that caused a domestic problem. So 

many of the women kind of thought if it was good enough for them it was good 

enough for us too, so they would go down to the hotel then and join their husbands 

and a lot of the children were left alone until ten o’clock.

Which is not good for young kids - to leave them alone like that.

CJ: That was the worst period. I think it probably took a year or more before 

they became adjusted.

RJ: The novelty wore off, I think.

The pubs must have been the place where a lot of meetings were held too. Were they a sort 
of social support system, the pubs?

54:40 CJ: No. They were held more in the homes, in people’s homes, the 

support.

What functions did the pubs have altogether, would you say?

CJ: I really don’t know because we didn’t associate with them.

55:01 RJ: It was really just a drinking hole I think, but I guess it probably served a 

networking process for the local people. I mean the locals would congregate there 

for whatever reason, but it was only gossip and a few beers, I think. I mean they didn’t 

have the things that RSL clubs and what have you have nowadays, to my memory 

there were no fishing clubs, no dart clubs and what have you. There might have been 

the odd situation like that but it wasn’t a social function other than bringing some 

people together. It was just an excuse for somewhere to drink, I think.

CJ: I’m not aware of any social activities.

You don’t look like a pub person at all.

CJ: I don’t, no.

55:57 RJ: Dad used to call in for a couple of beers on his way home and that 

was just to catch up with a couple of friends about the day.



CJ: Relaxation time. But fortunately the drinking was never our problem.

How did the Millers Point people consider The Rocks people - did they consider them as 
part of their territory or were they separate?

56:27 CJ: That was quite something. Millers Point started in Lower Fort Street, 

anything George Street side was The Rocks, but they were very adamant, ‘Don’t get 

us mixed up.’ You didn’t refer to people in The Rocks area as Millers Point and 

nobody in the Millers Point area wanted to be referred to as Rocks people. They 

would be close friends, that was all right, but there was that distinction. For mailing or 

organising anything - if you were organising it for The Rocks area okay, that was the 

boundary. Organising something for Millers Point well you were on the Millers Point 

area. That boundary was very strict.

57:54 END OF TAPE MP-FH31 SIDE B

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

START OF TAPE MP-FH32, SIDE A

00:02 Tape identification

Okay. Tell me Clarice, the story about the carnations, what is that all about?

00:25 CJ: Well my husband started to grow carnations and he became quite 

fascinated in the different names of them and collected different types, they were just 

a fascination. But eventually the children decided that they would pick the buds and 

when he had his very best crop coming along a little girl from upstairs found the buds 

very fascinating, so she went through and ruined a whole season’s carnations by 

picking the buds.

Where did he grow those carnations?

01:20 CJ: Well it was a very big back yard and he just made garden beds around 

the windows. There were footpaths, away from where the children were playing their 

ball games and the dogs would run, so he sort of fenced off these little garden beds 

around the windows and grew his carnations.



01:52 RJ: There were a couple of people in the flats, dad included, that did enjoy 

a bit of gardening. George Jeffrey upstairs was a bit of a gardener as well, so he had 

his little plot at one end and dad created one opposite our bedroom window and 

then started another one at the other end of the yard. It was one of those things that 

everybody sort of shared in, but there was a lot of effort and things went into it. But 

of course it was fairly unusual to see carnations growing alongside the wharves, 

almost, in the middle of the city. Gladioli were another thing that he used to like.

CJ: Yes he liked the bulbs. Something that gave him a little bit of interest.

02:51 RJ: We used to enjoy a day down at the Botanical Gardens too just 

wandering around.

CJ: He’d get his ideas.

RJ: Wander around, take a picnic down, walk down and have a picnic in the 

gardens and look at what they were doing and come back with new ideas, it was fun.

CJ: Hippeastrums too, he decided to try his hand at one year. Yes, he had some 

beautiful hippeastrums down along the wall.

You said it was rather a big back yard - what was in the back yard? I mean was it just flower 
beds or were there trees?

03:25 CJ: It was just grass that the boys used to hate having to cut. But it was 

good for the animals. Down the bottom end of one part of the garden they used to 

not cut that, it was quite wild, that is where the turtle used to hibernate.

RJ: Turtle, tortoise.

CJ: They all look the same to me.

Did people keep chickens in their back yard still in those days?

04:06 CJ: No, we didn’t have any. Had a rabbit. He was a beautiful big white 

rabbit, but he decided to burrow into one of the garden beds and he burrowed down 

and down and down, I don’t know how far down he went, but when we called him 

he’d come out.

You almost has a wildlife sanctuary there.

04:38 RJ: We actually had two or three eggs from a frill-necked lizard that we 

hatched above the stove which Michael brought down for us. The little lizards grew 



into larger little lizards, there were about forty mil long I guess, and we took them 

next door which was a deserted block of land and let them go. So for a period of 

time we had frill-necked lizards next door as well. Very unusual in the city.

I don’t think they would be in Millers Point any longer.

RJ: I don’t think they lasted too long, unfortunately.

CJ: But it really was a good place for the boys to grow up, they were very 

fortunate. It is unusual that that can happen in an inner city.

Rob, I believe you have a story about blue and white collar workers, can you tell me that 
one.

04:35 RJ: The pubs, particularly the Palisade that was our local hotel. The 

Palisade was very close to the wharves, but it had two sides of the bar and it was 

fairly well split. The local blue collar workers as you walked into the pub was very 

much on the right hand side. The end of the bar was fairly much for incoming ships 

and what have you, the transient sort of people that didn’t stay, or didn’t really belong 

in the pub, if you like. The left hand side was fairly much the white collar side of the 

bar. So you’d have a situation where the collar and tie was on one side and the blue 

singlets on the other side. All very friendly, all very sociable, there was never any 

dramas. I had an odd situation where I married a local girl whose father was a blue 

collar worker and of course dad was a white collar worker, so if I happened to walk 

into the pub on my way home I had my father-in-law on one side and my father on 

the other side. I never called into the pub very often because I’d have to send a drink 

from one side of the bar to the other side of the bar, depending on which side I was 

on. But it was just one of those things that developed, no harm in it, it was just a 

tradition.

CJ: Embarrassing.

RJ: Yes difficult from my point of view.

You said you married a local girl, a Millers Point girl, what is her family name and how did 
you meet her?

07:13 CJ: It wasn’t this one.

RJ: We went to primary school together, we grew up together, she lived almost 

next door. Her name was Judith Slade, her parents were Jack and Daphne Slade, they 



also lived in Merriman Street. We were married for twelve years, moved away from 

the Point as soon as we got married, I personally never lived back there again. It is an 

area that I keep in contact with but I don’t know it as well as I used to. It was fairly 

traditional that people on the Point married somebody else on the Point. We were 

the odd people, I think, that didn’t have relatives on the Point at all.

08:14 CJ: No that’s right. Most of the families sort of grew up and the parents 

were born on the Point and they had their families there. I think that was where the 

boundary was, more or less with us because we were newcomers to Millers Point 

whereas everyone else had lived there for generations.

How long did it take, do you think, before you were fully accepted by the community?

08:48 RJ: Well if you look back on it I don’t think we were ever totally accepted 

as being Millers Point people.

CJ: We didn’t go back far enough.

But you were there for a good many years weren’t you?

RJ: Still there.

I think you are probably a fixture now.

CJ: I think I am probably one of the oldest ones there now.

So what is the story about the black market then Rob?

09:24 RJ: Most of the hotels, I think, were an outlet for the pilfering that came 

off the wharves. I remember I had a job selling newspapers at age about ten I guess 

and I used to do the Palisade, the Cook and the Nelson. I remember particularly 

walking into the Lord Nelson one night selling newspapers and at one end of the bar 

there was a guy selling Alaskan crab claws and at age ten I had never even heard of 

Alaskan crabs, but he had quite a supply of frozen Alaskan crab claws. Now these 

things were about two metres long and they are just absolutely amazing and he was 

standing at the other end of the bar selling these things, quite exotic things. There 

were quite often situations where in the Palisade, particularly the guys that came off 

the ship then had access, I think, to a room and I remember being invited in. I wanted 

a pair of shoes and I was invited to have a look in the room. I went up to the room 

to have a look and the place was just chock-a-bloc from floor to ceiling with boxes 

and boxes and boxes of shoes. I had fairly large feet but no problems with sizes. I 



remember buying a pair of pointy-toed ox-blood red shoes that were just my 

favourite shoes. But you could have anything you wanted, you put your order in and 

you’d get it, it was just extraordinary. These were just part of the wharfies way of life.

Additional income, right?

11:06 RJ: Precisely. All at a good price. Things like transistors and watches and 

stuff, everyday, that was normal.

Clarice tell me about the Christmas parties that you had at your house.

11:20 CJ: We used to have a Christmas Eve party and all the neighbours around 

would come. It would go on until well into the early morning of Christmas morning 

and then the people who lived in the block of flats would all come down to our place 

on Christmas morning, so Christmas Eve would run into Christmas Day. We had a 

wonderful Christmas. I always remember – the only time that it wasn’t a very happy 

Christmas Eve. We had a refrigerator in those days; from the ice-block days up to the 

refrigerator; anyhow, this particular Christmas Eve I had all the salads and everything 

you could imagine in the fridge ready for the party and the fridge door wouldn’t 

open. A neighbour came and took the hinges off the refrigerator to get the door off 

and it had to be tied on again with a push-bike tube and he made a handle and tied it 

on. That was almost a disaster - can you imagine twenty or so people coming for a 

Christmas Eve party and all the food was locked in the fridge and no one could get it.

So you had twenty people at Christmas, were they all neighbours?

13:19 CJ: Not all from Millers Point, we had people from Manly and Harbord. 

Our old haunts.

What changes were taking place in the community all during the time you’ve lived in Millers 
Point? What have you seen happen? Like people moving away, people coming in?

CJ: Not a great deal.

You haven’t seen too much change in the community?

CJ: No, not very much at all. No, people lived and worked there and that was 

how life was.

Was it different - the regime under the Maritime Services Board, the houses, from the 
Department of Housing?

14:08 CJ: Very different. The Maritime Services seemed to keep it a family affair, 



you know. Mostly a family would marry into the family and they would be 

accommodated - they didn’t have to go away to look for accommodation. That was 

why it became as it was, things were handed down and they didn’t move very far 

away to live.

Did that situation change when the Department of Housing took over?

CJ: Oh yes.

How did it change?

14:51 CJ: I think it was about that time that people were ready to move too and 

the Department brought other people into the area. Where with the Maritime they 

kind of kept the accommodation for local people, with the Housing Department you 

had to have your name down on a waiting list - it wasn’t necessarily handed down 

into families and people came in. That was very different, a different type of life.

So you’ve had a change of population that came in.

CJ: Yes.

How did the old Millers Point people feel about that?

CJ: Not very good.

They don’t like the new people so much?

15:54 CJ: No, I think they just felt they needed to keep it a little bit cliquey, you 

know. It was a loss of identity more than anything. We didn’t all know each other 

from way back, you know, they were new people. It wasn’t a bad thing but everyone 

seemed to get a little bit possessive.

What sort of a sense of heritage did the community have about their suburb, about their 
Millers Point? I mean did they realise it was old and had to preserved, what was their sense 
of heritage?

CJ: I think so, I think so. No one wanted any changes. But I think more over the 

years people have been more appreciative, but I think they would also like to see it 

taken a little bit better care of now, it is getting very dilapidated. They don’t 

necessarily want new places but I think they’d like to see the old ones taken a little 

bit better care of.

Do you find any difference in the way that the Maritime Services Board fixed the houses up 
or maintained them from the way that the Department of Housing does?



17:31 CJ: I think they put more effort into it and they had a team of workmen 

that they used all the time, the Maritime Services Board. Now, the Housing 

Department put tenders out for their work and they accept the cheapest quotes and 

not always the best.

Now you lived most of your life in Millers Point in Merriman Street and then that was pulled 
down to build the tower, where did you go?

18:15 CJ: Then we went to Windmill Street, 73 Windmill Street, almost next 

door to the Hero of Waterloo - it is known as the Stevens Building. There is a lot of 

history there, before my time. The house had eight flights of stairs, four storeys and 

each one had a double. We were right on top, had a lovely view, but the problem was 

the stairs, you see, no lifts or anything, and that got too much for us. So we moved 

from there to Dalgety Terrace just before the Housing Department took over from 

the Maritime Services Board, that is where the change came in.

What number in Dalgety Terrace did you move to?

CJ: Twenty-five.

What kind of a house was that? Was that two storeys?

19:45 CJ: Yes it is. It is the same above. It is a complete house on the ground 

floor, but then there is a flight of stairs going up from the outside up onto the next 

floor. In Dalgety they are complete houses.

RJ: A ground-floor terrace as such.

Which year was that - that you would have moved to Dalgety Terrace?

20:37 CJ: 1983. We were in Windmill Street from 1973 to 1983.

People move around Millers Point a lot.

CJ: Yes. Each one they seem to pull down.

You seemed to be followed by a demolition squad. Every time you get settled in somewhere 
they seem to be gone.

21:10 CJ: I hated the moves. I was so sad when they pulled the place down in 

Merriman Street, that was the best. When that was pulled down for the tower to be 

put up that was a heartbreak for everyone.

How do people in Millers Point feel about that tower, I mean it is such a huge impact on the 
place, isn’t it?



21:36 RJ: It was almost a turning point I think in Millers Point really. It started 

almost a revolution of things - things were never the same again, really. A lot of 

people had to move, the container wharves down the bottom changed things a lot, it 

was very much a turning point. Not a popular thing at all.

22:02 CJ: All the houses had to be demolished completely on that side of 

Merriman Street and it was all just put the jack-hammers in. Took the whole wall 

down and made it into wharves for the container boats to come in.

So that was a really big change. Did the people of Millers Point feel a bit threatened by all 
this change that was coming so rapidly in the 1970s and so, and beyond?

CJ: I don’t know that they felt threatened by it. No one was very happy about it, it 

was a complete change of life and everyone had to find somewhere else to live. I 

think once you dug into a place like that you thought you were there for keeps.

So do you still feel secure now at Millers Point or do you feel that any time they can tell you 
to move?

CJ: No, I feel secure.

Where are you living now then at the moment, Clarice?

23:15 CJ: That was only built in 2000. Apparently it was part of the Observatory 

Hotel.

This is number eighty-five Kent Street. How much space do you have there, can you describe 
it?

23:37 CJ: Not very much. A living room and a hallway and a bedroom, besides a 

little kitchen and a utility room which is a shower and toilet and a laundry all in one. 

Very convenient, you know. There are only four pensioner people, you know, they are 

only just one-bedroom, the whole eight of them. They are very small, built for 

convenience, for old people.

They are very nice.

24:20 CJ: I feel very fortunate because it is very bright and airy, it is a happy little 

place to live and have the two courtyards and I can have lots of pot plants. There’s no 

traffic or dust, it is very good.

Robert, I know you are no longer living at Millers Point, you’ve moved on, but what 
connection do you still have with Millers Point? How often do you come back and visit 
people and so on?



24:58 RJ: The only real connection is mum. My work takes me through the city, 

not very often to Millers Point itself. But it is still an area that if we have visitors 

either from interstate or overseas we make a beeline for Millers Point, it is still very 

much a part of my heritage. It is an area I know quite well and am very proud of the 

area, so we use it as a tourist destination, I guess, a point of entertainment for friends 

and what have you. It is still a great area, but the only connection that I really have is 

mum.

What about you Clarice, when I say Millers Point what are your happiest moments do you 
think in Millers Point?

25:55 CJ: I’ve always been happy there, I think watching the boys grow up and 

having their friends. Because we had such a convenient home they always had the 

house full of friends, school friends always came, from primary school to high school. 

They were always having lots of people there and little parties they’d have and 

anything that was going on they’d come down to us. They didn’t all come from Millers 

Point, the boys from Cleveland Street came from quite a distance away, but we always 

seemed to have headquarters there at our house.

RJ: It was always a popular spot.

You went to Fort Street High School, did you?

26:55 RJ: I went to Fort Street Primary School and from there I went to 

Cleveland Street Boys High at Redfern, a total change of suburb.

Did you find it very different in Cleveland Street rather than Millers Point?

RJ: Oh very much so. The environment in Millers Point was very much white 

Caucasian, Australian, true-blue. Cleveland Street was very much a multicultural 

environment, very heavily populated with just about everybody from every side of 

the world, I think. Not a big Aboriginal population at school but we had some 

Aboriginal people as well. It was very, very different, very different.

27:47 CJ: And Italian and Greek boys. A lovely group of friends. They didn’t live 

in Millers Point but they would come to visit.

Was there any difference in religions, say between the Catholics and the Protestants in 
Millers Point? Did they get on well together?

CJ: They do now.



28:20 RJ: I don’t think there was a problem. The people next door to us were 

Catholics, I was well aware of the fact that they were Catholics. They seemed to have 

more holidays and things that we did, but it wasn’t a problem, it wasn’t hugely 

noticeable. There were no problems, there were no conflicts of any description.

So everyone got on very well together.

RJ: Yes, there were no dramas.

CJ: We all joined together if anything needed to be done, there was never a 

question we helped each other.

29:02 END OF TAPE MP-FH32 SIDE A

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

29:03 START of TAPE MP-FH32-SIDE B

Now Rob, what sort of changes in population did take place in Millers Point that you know 
about?

29:14 RJ: I think I guess from an outsiders point of view, as I had left Millers 

Point, I could see quite a big change in the nationality of people that moved into 

Millers Point. As mum said when the Housing Commission took over it tended to 

open the doors to, if you like, outsiders. There is a fair degree of population, I think 

now of Island people, of people that a generation ago you would never see in Millers 

Point. A number of residences were created we believe as half-way houses for people 

with problems, either drug problems, HIV problems, that sort of thing that did change 

the character of the area as well. Mum mentioned pot plants and things in Dalgety 

Terrace, she had lots and lots of pot plants on the little veranda out the front, there 

were a number of occasions where, very unlike Millers Point those pot plants would 

go missing and lo and behold you’d see them on somebody else’s veranda, that they 

had moved them from one place and taken them home. That is something, as mum 

said before, that doors would never be locked, the population that came through 

really did change things. I can see from an outsider’s point of view that I go through 

Millers Point now and there are people that a generation ago you would never see.



What is the reason you actually left Millers Point Robert?

30:57 RJ: My first wife and I got married, we were very fortunate in applying for 

a government-sponsored block of land and in a ballot we won a block at Berowra, so 

we took the opportunity to build up there and moved away. My ex-wife’s parents still 

lived at that point in Millers Point, moved from Merriman Street when the demolition 

happened and went around to Little High Street. They then moved up towards 

Gosford after a period of time. It was really a thing of building your own home, the 

great Australian dream, the opportunity was there, so I moved.

You were there for about twenty-one years were you?

RJ: Yes I was twenty-one when I got married.

Clarice, you’ve been there since 1946, all that time in Millers Point since 1946?

CJ: Yes.

That is quite a while.

32:06 CJ: Yes it is. We went there temporarily and thought it would be very 

temporary, but somehow we just enjoyed the life there and we were happy with the 

houses that we had. We didn’t have a car because my husband worked mostly close 

into the city, I think Edgecliff would have been about the furthest, so it was 

convenient for his work and not to need a car. There was never parking around 

Millers Point, it has always been a problem. The boys wanted to get away and have 

their own little corner of the world. Robert moved to Berowra. Our other, youngest 

son he married a girl from Lakemba and it wasn’t very long before they went on a 

holiday to Brisbane and saw a block of land at Springwood in Brisbane, Queensland, 

that they liked and they built their house up there and that is where their family is.

Now I have come to the end of my questions here actually, what do you think is the future 
of Millers Point the way you see it, either of you?

33:33 CJ: I wouldn’t like to even think about it. I think it is being neglected and 

around Walsh Bay, where they are trying to sell a lot of the land and build I think it 

will end up with massive buildings, the same as the rest of the city. I think it will 

disappear. They are talking about the heritage side of it, but I don’t believe that.

What about you Robert, what do you think is going to be the future of the place?

34:20 RJ: I tend to agree with mum, unfortunately. It is an area that has now 



changed from where I grew up to a very valuable commercial end of the city that I 

guess realistically has got to be made the best of. It is all very nice to hang on to the 

heritage and what have you but it is a very expensive thing to hang on to, so I think it 

has got to go to a more commercially-viable option. I think the plans that are in hand 

now, well what has happened in the Walsh Bay area and then around to Darling 

Harbour and what have you has got to change the whole area. It will never be the 

same, but those areas unfortunately never do stay the same. Millers Point has 

changed several times over the history of Sydney anyway. It was a derelict area, it was 

a very posh area, it was a derelict area again, it is just going through another evolution 

I think. But I think it is unfortunate.

35:27 CJ: Yes I feel it is sad because it is a little bit of land there that is different 

from anywhere else in Sydney. Always has been different and it is still different, but it 

is changing in a different way again too. What is there I feel the Housing Department 

are not taking care of, they are selling it, they are not looking after it.

RJ: Jack the Miller would not be very happy I don’t think.

CJ: No he wouldn’t be very happy.

Well thank you very much both of you for this wonderful interview.

36:21 END OF INTERVIEW WITH CLARICE AND ROBERT JOHNSTON AND 
END OF TAPE MP-FH32 SIDE B


